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1.0 SUMMARY
This Twenty-fifth Technical Monthly Progress Report describes work performed during
May 1991 on NAS1-18889 *Advanced Technology Composite Aircraft Structure"
(ATCAS). The ATCAS "Concepts Assessment Review" was held in Seattle on May 15
and 16. Based on Phase A progress to date and plans for future ATCAS work, NASA
decided to proceed with Phase B.
Cruwn. Local crown panel optimization of a Family C concept has occurred over the
last nine months. The final crown design was projected to have cost and weight savings
(relative to 1995 aluminum technology) of 18% and 45%, respectively. These savings
are dose to those quoted as ACT program goals.
The three main tasks supporting local optimization were each found to affect cost and
weight. First, the enhanced tensile fracture performance of tow placed laminates was
realized while collecting a material's database. This lead to lower cost and weight.
Second, design variables were selected with the help of optimization software to
minimize cost and weight. As discussed in previous months, stringer spacing was found
to be the most significant variable affecting cosL This was found to relate to the effect of
stinger spacing on numerous manufacturing cost centers. The third task supporting
local optimization, fabrication trials, were performed to demonstrate innovative
processes which attack cost centers. This final activity continues to evaluate possible
changes in crow,_ panel manufacturing plans with a goP.Jto further reduce costs.
A soft tooling trial was performed, yielding a curved panel with cocured h_t sVingers and
cobonded frames. The trial variables included stringer mandrel type and edge trim. The
panel will be inspected for defects and measured for warpage in June. Fabrication of
crown manufacturing and test verification panels at Hercules remains behind schedule
due to limited machine availability and delays in subcontract procurement.
The progressive damage modeling effort being conducted at Stanford University w_s
reviewed, and a plan for the remainder of the contract was developed. This plan
includes improvements to the plane-stress model to address multiple material zones,
and verification of the model with several of the large crown test panels. Continued
development of verification test plans resulted in elimination of two of the four fiat post-
buckling panels, since their response was not representative of the actual crown design.
Keel. Design work for global evaluation of keel panels continued with the release of
several drawings. These included intercestals, and cargo floor frame details for Family
D designs. Cargo floor details for the first Family C design were also completed. The
design drivers for Family D and C keel concepts were identified during sizing exercises,
indicating the need for materials and designs with balanced performance capabilities for
compression, hoop tension, and shear in keel applications.
Work continued in developing manufacturing plans for keel panel designs. An
installation plan was completed for the first Family D keel panel. A detailed pictorial of
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this plan was included in Appendix G. Recurring and nonrecurring laborestimates were
obtained for all cost components of the first Family D design with the excepUon of panel
instailaUon. Results obtained to date will be reviewed by the ATCAS DBT before
documenlJngin a monthly report.
Work was started to initiate a second subconVact to study insitu foam processing of
sandwich panels with the Sundsti'and Corporation. This second study will consist of
fabricaUon Vials that address critical keel manufacturing issues such as thick sandwich
facesheets, varying core thickness, and tapered skin thickness,
Results were presented for matY_ spliffing in unidirectional spedmens of tough and
britlJe matrix composites, indicatinga greater resistance to splittingin the former. Some
temperature differences in the matrix splitting resistance of toughened materials were
noted for specimens subjected to fatigue cycles. Matrix splittingis generally consid._red
an attribute for tension damage tolerance of multidirectional laminates. Since hoop
tension damage tolerance is still a design driver for the aft end of the keel panel, the
tensile fracture of toughened systems considered for keel applications will need to be
studied. Work at the Universityof Utah (Bascom ACT contract) will address the need for
understanding the competing failure mechanisms of tough and brittle tow-placed
laminates.
All impacts were completed for the designed experiment to identify _ impact threats
forfuselage structure. Work began to characterize the damage created by impacts.
A research paper summarizing the effects of a negative Poisson's ralJo on the
mechanical performance of foam core materials was completed. A draft of this paper is
included in Appendix H for NASA's mvi_v.
Frames and Attachment Details. Specimen fabrication was completed for the initial
braided composite test matrix and frame material characterization tests. Speamens
were sent to NASA Langley and mechanical tests have started.
The RTM tool to fabricate 3' frames was finished and sent to Fiber Innovations. These
frames w;]l be used in crown panel manufacturing demonstrations. A total of eight
frames will be fabricated. Two of the frames wig be used to make skin/frame adhesive
bond test elements dudng June. A number of manufactudog and design variations _11
be screened in the initial testswhich willbe performed at Drexel Unive_y.
Cherry Textron demons_ their thermoplastic rivet installation process at the May
ATCAS program renew with NASA. The next phase of work in this area is currently
being planned.
Design Cost Model. Efforts continued to arrange subcontracts _ Massa_usetts
Institute of Technology (Mrr), Siko_J_'yAircraft, DowAJnitedTechnolo_es, and Northrop
Corporation. Major differ6nces exist between Boeing and MIT contract personnel. A trip
by Boeing to MR" is p_annedin June to discuss _e differences. Work began on the
University of Washington subcontractwith the identificationof specifictasks to support
"design constraints"and "softwaredevelopment'.
4
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes work performed during the 25th month on NAS1-18889,
"Advanced Technology Composite Aircraft Slructure." The primary objective of this
program is to develop an integrated technology and demonstrate a confidence level that
permits the cost- and weight-effective use of advanced composite materials in primary
structuresof future aircraft with the emphasis on pressurized fuselages. The program
startdate was May 12, 1989.
The current program master schedule is shown in Figure 25-1. The only tasks currently
behind schedu;e relate to crown panel fabrication. These tasks continue to be delayed
by problems in the procurement process and scheduling conflicts for the use of
subcontract fabrication equipmenL
This report covers the period startingMay 1, 1991 and ending May 31, 1991.
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3.0 PROGRAM PERSONNEL
Program Manager:,
EngineeringTechnology Manager:
Principal Investigator:
Business Management:
Engineering Personnel:
Slructural Design:
ManufacturingR&D:
Material Technology:
Opera_JonsTechnology:
Structural Mechanics:
Cost Modeling:
Computingand AnalysisSupport:
Technical Support:
R. Johnson
P. Smith
L Ilcewicz
M. Apeles
M. Morris (Lead)
K. Gdess
M. Schram
S. Matschan
K. Willden(Lead)
T. Davies
K. Goodno
V. Starkey
D. Grande
W. Avery (BA&E)
C. Gunther (BH)
P. Grant (BH)
M. Fadro (BH)
J. Valdez
P. Keys
T. Walker (Lead)
E. Dost
G. Swanson
B. Flynn
K. Venters (Lead)
D. Tervo
L Witonski
S. Johnston -
R. Lundquist
W. WaJtad
T. Le
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4.0 PROGRAM STATUS AND PLANS
The ATCAS "Concepts Assessment Review" (per Section 5.1.6 of the Statement of
Work for NASA contract NAS1-18889) was held at Boeing, Seattle on May 15 and 16.
Detailed progress and p_ansfor the ATCAS program were presented at the review to
•provide the necessary daL'_base for NASA's decision to proceed with Phase B'. The
NASA and OoD group mvlawing ATCAS gave a positive assessment of the program and
decided to proceed with Phase B.
Handouts for each presentation given at the May 15 and 16 review are available upon
request. A comprehensive outline for these talks appeared in Appendix B of the
previous monthly report (MTPR #24, April, 1991).
In the following discussions, reference is frequently made to design families. These
families have been previously reported. For reference, a pictorial of each family is
includedin Appendix A.
4.1 Crown Panels
The schedule for activities associated w_ crown panels is shown in Figure 25-2. The
subcontract work related to curved tool fabrication, soft tooling trials, and unstiffened
panel tests remains behind schedule. Procurement of most of the Hercules subcontracts
needed to do these tasks has been achieved. Delays in fabricating unstlffened fracture
test panels relates to conflicts in scheduling the Hercules tow placement machine.
Some delays also continue in test predictiontasks due to manpower limits.
Local optimization of Family C crown panel design and manufacturing plans has
occurred over the last nine months. As discussed in the past, the goals of this design
phase is to attack cost centers and optimize within a family. Three main tasks are
performed in support of local optimization; (1) generation of a material database, (2)
design cost tool trade studies, (3) fabck:alJontrials. The following discussionwill update
status for crown local optimizationand disct_s.sthe effect of each task on projected cost
and weighL
For the purpose of review, F'_ure 25-3 shows the final results from crown global
evaluation studios performed last summer. A detailed description of the ATCAS DBT
approach and crown global evaluation results were documented in a low-number
contractor's report (currently being published by NASA Langley) and in a paper
presented at the Rrst Advanced Composite Technology Conference. Note the lower
cost of one of the Family C designs shown in Figure 25-3 as compared to original
results. This is due to an improved process plan for long discontinuous
fiber/thermoplasticframes obtained from the DuPont Company.
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Flgure 25-3: Retdew of Results from Global Crown EvtduaUon
(Reprinted from ATCAS ConUactoCs Report)
The global optimized Family C concept was selected for local optimizationstudies. As
Shown in Figure 25-4, this concept was projected to have potential for additional cost
and weight savings.
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Rgum 25-4: Load Optlmlzrdon PotenUal for Family C Crown Panels
(Rqxlmed from ATCAS Contractor'I Report)
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Local optimization progress obtained during the last six months is summarized in Figure
25-5. The final crown design is projected to have 18% cost savings and 45% weight
savings, relefive to the aluminum 767-X benchmark. Each of the three tasks supporting
local optimization were found to have a significant effect on the projected cost and
weight of composite crown structures. In addition, design criteda were also found to
have a significanteffect.
Followingglobal evaluation, the tension damage tolerance criteria for failsafe conditions
was modified to account for larger notches and severed frames. It was then determined
that the original Family C design had a negative margin of safety for fallsafe
considerations. As shown in Figure 25-5, redesigning the concept (i.e., increasing the
skingage) forsufficientdamage tolerance results in both cost and weight Increases.
Process/material relationships need to be understood in order to ensure the
performance, repeatability, and optimization of structures fabrica_ by innovative
methods. In ATCAS, mechanical tests are performed during local optimization to
generate a database for selected materials and processes. This database yields more
accurate informationon the mechanical behavior of new material forms fabricated by the
selected processes. Depending on the results of mechanical tests, designs are modified
during local optimization.
As discussed in previous monthly reports, tow-placed laminates were :ound to have
improved tensile fracture characteristics as related to tape laminates .;ur_sistingof the
same constituents. Figure 25.5 shows that the improved properties of tow-placed
laminates result in significantdecreases in both cost and weighL It was not poss_le to
decrease cost and weight by eliminating skin plies in direct proportion to the increased
tension damage tolerance performance of tow-placed laminates, because other
considerations (e.g., minimum panel stiffness and stability) became the design drivers
for portionsof the crown panel.
A design cost tool (UWCODA) developed at the University of Washington was used to
optimize cost and weight for the Family C crown design. Relationships between
manufacturing cost and design parameters (e.g., stringer spacing, material costs,
number of skln plies) were developed and input Into UWCODA, together with crown
panel design constraints. Figure 25-5 shows that both cost and weight were reduced
significantly during UWCODA design optimization. As discussed in previous monthly
reports, stringer spacingwas found to be the dominate cost driver in these trade studies.
The final local optimizationtask invoives fabdca_on trials to further attack cost centers
and optimize manufacturing plans. This activity is still in progress for the crown panel
(see discussions in Section 4.1,?.). Figure 25-5 shows an estimaled reduced cost for
optimized manufacturing plans on the order of 10%. Cost savings identified to date
incdude(a) reduced number of tools for stinger and frame fabrication,_) lower material
costs for stringer fabrication (tow instead of tape), (c) increased tow band width for
tow-placed skin layup (increased to 6 in. width), and (d) soft toolingconcepts to minimize
labor costs for panel begging. Additional modifications will be made to the crown
manufacturing plans based on the results of fabricationtdals during the summer of 1991.
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4.1.1 Design Concepts
Current Progrelm: The results of the stringer element cost study referred to in Monthly
Technical Progress Report #24 (Apdl 1991) am presented in F'mgure25-6. As previously
reported, the result of 1hisstudy indicate that large incmasas in stringer cost relative to
the original cost estimate have liffie or no effect on _e stiffened panel design, with
maximum stringer spacing being the dominant design driver. Costs relating to the
number of stringers overshadow the costs relating to stringer fabrication and matedal
costs.
Efforts continued toward the completlon of the drawings and purchase orders for the
crown verificationtest program. The current status is shown in Figure 25-7. Efforts
during May focussed on refining the stringer, frame and stringer/frame intersection
details for the curved manufacturing demonslxation artlckas(3" x 5' and 7' x 10') as well
as the curved blaxial tension panel (#12). In addition, some progress has been made
toward completion of the purchase order forthe flat stiffenedpanel (#9).
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Status
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Problems ond RecommendaUons: No problems are currentlyforeseen and there are
no recommended changes in plans or schedules at thistime.
Near Term Plans: Documentationof the local optimizationstudies will be initiated.
Work will continue on the drawings for the 3' x 5' and 7' x 10' manufacturing
demonstrationsarticles,as well as the blaxial tension panel (#12). Purchase Orders will
be expedited as required to avoid delay in the manufacturingprogress.
4.1.2 Manufacturing Technology
Current Progress: Figure 25-8 shows a curved panel (two "1"frame/two hat stringer)
that was fabricated and cured with the new modified soft tooling concept. This 74"
radius panel was cured with 150 psi on a steel OML cure tool. The panel shown in
Figure 25-8 was the second fabrication bial used to develop an optimaJ soft tooling
approach for the crown manufacturingplans. Additionaltrials are planned using 3' x 5'
panels and the final concept wil_be demonstrated with the 7" x 10' crown verification
panels.
_JLACK AND WH;TE p_G.C:.RAP_
Figure 25-8: Curved Family C Design Concept Fabd_ Using a
New Soft Tooling ConcepL
The modified soft tooikngconcept used to fabricate the panel in Figure 25-8 is shown
schematically in F'_ure 25-9 for the current crown design (i.e., J-frames). Figure 25-10
shows two types of hat stringer cure tools which were compared in the fabrication trial.
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Thecuretool for the first hat was a silicon mandral. A low coefficient of thermal
e;_pansion (C'I'E) flex rnandral was used as a cure tool for the second hal Both
mandrals were extracted over a tapered skin (0.10" buildup over 3") to evaluate scaJe-up
production requirements. Soft tooling was fabricated on a fiat panel mockup which
reflected the stringer c_ss sections and panel taper. Stngers were drape-formed ar.
edges were trimmed with an u._asonic knife as shown schematically in Figure 25-11.
Figure 25-9: Cross Section of the Soft Tooling Concept
Strinaer Mandrel
Silicone
.Low CTE Flex Msndml
Figure 25-10: Stringer Tooling Combinations
Following panel P_dca_on, the sU-aJght(90o) and tapered cut stringer flanges were
inspected and indica_ons show that the soft toolingminimized the resin pooling for both
the 90° and tapered flange edge cuts. Figure 25-12 shows the results of this inspection
schematically. The 90n edge had some edge defects from stringer mislocation and/or
stnger edge tmmtng accuracy. Figure 25-12 JllusVatesthat the tapered stringer edges
proved to be more tolerant for Iocationaland trimming inaccuracies,
Umitations of hat stringer mandral extraction and stringer gage thidmess control are
currently under evaluation. The low CTE flex mandrels were found to extract easier than
the silicon mandral. The typical skin thinning which has been observed between the
webs of hat stringers in past fabrication tals occured in the current study with both the
silicon and low CTE flex mandrals. The low CTE flex mandraJyielded a more con._stent
hat cross sec_onal shape than the silicon mandraL Morn measurements along the
length of the stinger will be taken after nondasUuctlveinspectionis completed.
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[Drape Form Charge Cured Hat
Flgure 25-11: Tdm of Drape Formed Strlngem
An P,nalysis will be conduced to determine costs of the low CTE flex_le mandrai. One
added cost to the low CTE mandral Is that of an added radius noodle.
cut
Fiber Wdnkles
(Ove, r cut) _"="=_ Resin Pool
f
Skln Thlnnlng
ZammCG._
I
SldnThinning
Figure 25-12: Schematic of Stringer Details Resulting from Soft
Tooling Fabrication Tdal
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The winding tool for the 3' x 5' and 7"x 10' demonstration panels is stillunder fabrication
and will be completed and shipped to Hercules in the middle of June. Fabrication of the
outside mold line (OML) cure tool has had schedule delays and will be finished at the
end of July. Cure mandrals and soft tooling material are on order for the 3' x 5' panels.
A mock-up to build the 3' x 5' softtooling is being designed to handle both the 3' x 5' and
7' x 10' demonstration panels. The panel mock-up will be made of a fiat graphite/epoxy
plate with metal stringers and graphite/epoxy frames. Fabrication of the 3' x 5' skins will
begin oy the end of July.
Work began on the fabdcation of the crown verification test hardware. The first two fiat
panels for unstiffened uniaxial (small coupons) and blaxial tension testswere tow-placed
at Hercules, Inc. The first panel (#1) was scrapped due to an improper cure cycle
caused by a thermocoupte failure. This panel will be remade. The second panel (#2)
was subsequently cured successfully.
Problems and Recommendation=: Fabdcation of the crown manufacturing and test
yerifica_on panels at Hercules, Inc. is significantlybehind schedule. Delays are due to
bo,'h limited machine availability and the amount of procurement paperwork flow. A new
fabrication schedule will be developed during June to understand the influence of these
delays.
Near Term Plane: The intricatebond panel produced in a soft toolingtrial (Figure 25-8)
will be ultrasonically inspected and waJpage tests will be conducted. After inspection,
the panel will be sectioned and measured to evaluate the panel dimensional accuracy.
Planning will continue for additional, larger, soft tooling trials. All soft tooling and
aesemb_y designs for the 3' x 5' and 7"x 10' panels will be finished and tool fabrication
will begin.
Dudng June, fabrication of the crown vedficalJon tests will continue. The remaining
panels to support small coupon and biaxial tension fracture testing will be tow-placed
and cured.
4.1.3 Supporting Technology
Current Progreu: A meeting was held between Boeing personnel and Dr. Chang from
Stanford Universityto discuss the progressive damage modeling beingdeveloped there.
After reviewing the progress, it was determined that a plate implementation of the model
would not be possible by the contTact-enddate (September 1991), limiting applications
to the current plane-streas implementation. Methods to avoid numedcaJ instability for
large damage zones have been implemented. During the remainder of the conVact, the
following activitieswill be completed.
, AnaJ_cal studies to investigate the ability of transverse ply strength,
fiber/matrix shear strength, and fiber strength differences to account for
expedmentaJly-observed improvements in tension fracture performance of
tow-placed laminates when compared to tape laminates
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2. Modifications to the model to allow for zones of differing materials and
thicknesses
3. Verification of the model's predictive capability, conducted using test results
obtained from:
a. previously completed and future !0" x 30" fiat unstiffened uniaxiaJ
tensionpanels with2.5" notches
b. 40" x 40" fiat unstJffened, biaxiai tension panels with notches of
approximately2.5"
c. 60" x 150" fiat unstlffened, uniaxial tension panels with notches of
approximately 14"
d. 30" x 100" fat unlaxial tension panels with co-bonded or co-cured tear
straps representative of stringer and/or frame flanges. The notches in
these tests will be approximately 8". Several locations of the notch
relative to IongitudinaJand transverse tear-strops will be included.
Parallel to the Stanford University work, Boeing and NASA personnel will compare
predictions using alternative methods (e.g., Poe-Sova, Whitney-Nuismer, Mar-Un,
alternate progressive damage models) to unstiffenedand tear-strap experimental results.
The fnite element method (FEM) will be used as required to accommodate multiple
matedaJ zones, extend these models to stiffened slnJcturalconfigurations. Predictions
of the stiffened panels Coothuniaxlai and biaxiai tension) will be made with the most
promisingof the methods evaluated, again using FEM as required. If the Chang model
appears encouraging, the plane-stress implementation will be used for further
predictions. Although the underlying plane-stress assumptions will be violated in the
configured structure, such attempts will indicate whether the use of these simplifying
assumptionscan provide suffidantly accurate pmdi_ons.
Work began on the PATRAN datasets of two impact-DOE three-stringer panels for use
in the non-linear finite element analyses which will support the experimental tests. One
hat-stiffened panel and one blade-stiffened panel typical of the crown region are being
investigated.
Work was also initiated on a PATRAN model of the flaL unstiffened biaxial tension
specimens. This model will be used to determ.ine doubler thickness and aid in failure
predictions.
Problems and Recommendations: No problems are currently foreseen and there are
no recommended changes in plans or schedulesat this time.
Near Term Plane: Stanford University efforts will continue in the progressive damage
model development. The model will be used to predict the observed differences
between tow-placed and tape laminate tension fracture performance.
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Workwillcontinueonthefiniteelementmodelingeffortin supportof plannedfiatthree-
stringerpanelbucklingtests(Section4.1.4).
WorkwillaLsocontinue on the modeling of the fiat, unstJffenedbiax_ tension panels.
Doubler requirementswill be defined duringJune.
4.1.4 Mechanical Tests
Current Progress: Work conUnued on the interpretation of tension-fracture coupon
results. Due to manpower restrictions, efforts to finish reducing the intraply hybrid
design-of-expedments(DOE) results have been delayed.
Plans are under development to refocus the Universityof Utah (Bascom) subcontract to
address the failure mechanism differences between tape and tow-placed laminates. The
detailed plans will be reported in future reports. As an initial step, some tensile fracture
coupons of 50% AS4150"/0 S2-Glass hybrid material will be tested to identify the failure
mechanisms. These specimens (3.5 ° wide with 7/8" notches) have been received by
Universityof Utah,
The final report on the tension fracture behavior of IM7/977-2 has been received from
San Jose State University and is being reviewed. Salient results will be presented in
future monthlyreports.
Development of the plans for crown verification tests continued. The cooperative effort
with the Mechanics of MateriaLs Branch (C. C. Poe) at NASA-I..,_Iey to test and
evaluate the results from fiat unstiffened biaxial tension panels appears on back.
Checkout of the test fixture at Langley is nearly complete, with results indicating good
grip alignment. Coordinationwith the Non-destructiveMeasurement Science Branch (J.
Heyman) is continuing to use the laser speckle pmfilometer to obtain full-field in-plane
displacement fields.
Testing of rite fiat unstlffened unlaxlal and blaxlal tension panels was originally
scheduled for June and July. However, a_ mentioned in Scion 4.1.2, fabrica_on is
behind schedule. A new test schedule will be developed in June.
Planning for the compression testing of the fiat throe-stringer DOE panels is continuing.
After furl_er prediction of the expected failure modes using approximate solution
techniques, tt was decided to test only the panels with a skin thickness of 0.089".
Detailed predictions indicated that the column instability of the thicker panels occurs
shortlyalter skin budding, a failure mode not representative of ATCAS fuselage designs
(i.e., eit_r for_rard-cmwnor aft-keel). The data obtained from such tests would not be
applicable to crown panel verification. Therefore, one hat-stiffened and one blade-
stiffened panel will be tested in compression. Cost estimates for panel preparation and
testing are pending.
Work on the planning of curw.,d, three-s_inger panel compression post-budding tests
has been initiated. These panels are to be _ed as manufacturing demonstrations
and will reflect the crown panel design geometry.
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Initialworkona cripplingtestprogramto validatethecrownpaneldesigndetailswas
initiated. Backgroundinformationon cripplingtestswasgatheredand evaluated.
Concern for the crippling response of configured stiffeners and the effect of the test
element length on the cripplingdata was emphasized. Currently, a test matrix is being
formulated to address hat and blade stiffener geometries, both of which are being used
in the crown panel design studies. Also, the effects ot test element length for larger L'/p
values, the effect of stringerdamage, and the effect of a high temperature environment
on the IocaJbucklingand cripplingfailure are being considered. Test elements are being
obtained using the impact-DOE panels and the manufacturing demonstrationpanels.
Problems and Recommendations: No problems are currently foreseen and there are
no recommended changes in plans or schedules at this time.
Near Term Plans: Work on the intraply hybrid DOE will continue as manpower and
schedule allow.
Tests of the center notch hybrid coupons at the University of Utah should be starting in
the next two weeks.
Review and interpretationof the test report on the notch size/shape testing at San Jose
State Universitywill continue.
A schedule for all the verification testing will be developed duri.'xj June. Efforts will
continue towards planningfor these tests.
The preparation of the fiat three-stTinger panels for testing will be initiatedduring the next
reporting period. Work will also continue on the curved three-stringer panel test plans
and the cripplingtest matrixand test plans.
4.2 Keel Panels
The schedule for activities associated with keel panels is shown in F'_ure 25-13. Work
which was reported as behind schedule last month (i.e., baseline concept design layouts
and impact damage resistance tests) was completed during May. Design drawings and
manufacturing plans for alternate concepts remain behind schedule.
4.2.1 Deslgn Concepts
Current Progress: Work continued on the keel panel designs. The design status is
shown in Figure 2.5-14, and the concept variables am contained in l_ure 25-15. The
intercostal drawing for both Design DI and D2 is contained in Appendix B. The Design
DI cargo floorframe drawing is shown in Appendix G. The drawings of the frame det_Is
and cargo floordetails am contained inAppendices D and E, respectively. The sizing of
the CI design is complete for the skin, stringer and discrete keel chords and the
drawings are being prepared. The drawing for the cargo floor details for this design is
contained in Appenc_xF. The sizing of the Design C2 skin, stringer, and smeared keel
is still being developed.
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Work on keel panel cost estimatingcontinued. To date, reoJrdngand nonrecurringlabor
estimates have been obtained for the skin, cargo floor frame, cargo floor beam,
intero0stal, and keel frame of design concept DI. Estimates for D1 installation and
matedal costs are in work. Recurring and nonrecurringlabor estimates have also been
coml:detedfor the D2 skin, cargo floor beam, and keel frame. Keel cost results will be
summarized in future mor_ly reports, followingreview by the ATCAS DBT.
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ProblemsandRecommendations:Noproblemsarecurrentlyforeseenandthereare
norecommendedchangesinplans or schedules at thistime.
Near Term Plans: Work wig continue on the C1 and C2 skin, stringer and keel chord
designs and the sizing of the mmaJningdetails will begin. All coml0onentsof the cost
estimate for Designs D1A and D1B will be completed.
4.2.2 Manufacturing Technology
Cun'ent Progress: The installation plan has been completed for the sandwich keel
Designs D1A and D1B. Appendix G contains a pictorialsequence of the assembly to aid
in visualization. The cured keel panel conr_uration is shown in F'¢jure SK-1 in that
appendix. The panel will be made using an inner moldline (IML) tool. The decision to
use an IML fooling concept was largely driven by the thickness tolerance build-up
possible in a 1.3" thick prepmg laminate (Figure SK-2). The re_onak_ is to push the
variations outside the airplane thereby eliminatingtheir effect on the inside chord details.
The side panels are located and lapped under the keel panel and the longitudinalblade
stringer positioned (Figures SK-3 through SK-5). Two tandem robots perform the panel
fastening, with one ddmng, countersinking and inserting the bolt and _ other instaJling
the lockbolt collar and tensioning the bolt. The same tandem robots used on the
longitudinal lap splice will be used for the aft Section 46 splice (F'_jums SK-6 through
SK-10).
The full depth cargo flood)earnsare mechanically attached to the co-bonded chords on
keel panel and side panel frames (Figure SK-11). The keel intercostals are then
mechanically attached to the co-bonded intercostal chordsand one full-depthfloorbeam
stiffener (Figuras SK-12 to SK-14). The details at the frame splice am then mechanically
atta_ed (Figures SK-15 to SK-18).
The forwaJ¢lsplice is accomplished through the use of two titanium _ plates (F'_jure
SK-19). The final configuration of sandwich keel Designs D1A and D1B is shown in
F'¢juresSK-20 to SK-22.
The subcontract with Sundstrand to develop ins_u forming foams has been in Place 4
months. Several restdctiue clauses were identified in the Hercules neat resin "Non-
Analysis" agreement. These clauses have been modified to Boein_s satisfaction and
the agreement finalized. One gallon of neet resin will be shipped to SundsVand the
second week of June.
Su_ has identified several a_srnative resins for use in ins_u foaming. These
resins include a low viscosity epoxy and powder cyanate ester. Low viscosity resins
may ease mixing of ingredients,while the powder resins are similar to the thermoplastic
matedal form used in tileir currantprocess.
Boeing is initiating a second subconUactwith Sundstrand to study the manufacturability
of keel gage sandwich structure. This studywill consistof sandwich manufacturingtdp_
including thicker facesheets, different thickness cores and sandwich with thidme,3.s-
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taperedfacesheets.Apreliminarystatementofworkhasbeendraftedandwillbefurther
refinedfollowingconsulta_nwith Sundstrand.
The studyon the use of TTU for inspectingfoam sandwichstructurecontinued. A review
was made of further effortsneeded to complete the study, and a plan set up. No further
analysis of the previous data set will be made. Instead, measurements will be taken on
foam blocks to characterize properties of the Rohacell foam. The blocks have been cut
in steps to allow propagation to be analyzed as a function of distance. Propagation
speed and attenuation _ be characterized as functions of frequency. This will allow the
limits of TTU scanning to be defined, and proceduresfor scanning foam sandwiches to
be set up in terms of frequency, sampling rate, and sample duration. Scans of panels
with implanted defects will also be made and analyzed. Documentationof the study has
begun.
Problems and Recommendations: No problems are currently foreseen and there are
no recommended changes in plans or schedulesat this time.
Near Term Plans: Work will continue in developing manufacturingplans for keel panel
elements and Installation. Most of the remaining work is with Family C concepts.
Boeing will confe,"with NASA resin experts and Sundstrand to determine the suitabilityof
the Hercules and other altemative resi,s. Compatibilitywith the face.sheets must be
consideredfor any resin selected.
Boeing representatives w_l meet with SundsVand to review and better define a second
subcontract to investigate the manufacturabilityof keel type stricture. A design buikJ
te_n inducing both Boeing and Sundstmnd structures, materials, and manufacturing
personnel will be formed to consider issues assodatsd with the core material choice.
In the study to inspect foams, TI'U measurements will be conducted on the _tepped
foam blocks and the defect panel, and the results will be analyzed for a propagation
model. Test procedures will be developed for scanning foam panels. Effortswill also
continue towards completion of the documentalJon.
4.2.3 Supporting Technology
Current Progress: A number of design drivershave been identified for the keel panels.
The _ load case is a 2.5g symmetric maneuver which causes body bending and
puts the keel in compression. This compmeslon load is introduced into the forward end
of the keel as a conce_ force, as the loads am forced around the large cutouts for
the wing center secUon and wheel well. Typical aluminum designs carry these
concentrated loads through two massive keel hearns which am mechanically attached to
the stiffened keel skin. The high Sl_Ce loads am tempered somewhat in Designs D1, D2
and C2 by panellzing the loads into a thick laminate that replaces the mla_vely thin skin
and large keel beams of the aluminum concept. The concenVated load is Vansferred
rapidly from the keel beams (discrete or panelized) into the stiffened skin and then
s_,eared out into the rest of the panel. The resulting compmss4onand shear load
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contourswere shown in Figures 22-12 and 22-13 of Monthly Technical Progress Report
#22 (February 1991). The figures _ show the jump in loads in the area near the side
panel cargo door opening.
Figure 25-16 is a schematic showing where specificdesign issues tend to be cr_.'caJin
the keel panel. The topdrawing shows the skin of a Family C (i.e., skin/stringer)concept
with discrete aluminum keel chords. The figure shows the important areas of load
redistribcClon:the keel beam to skin joint, and the areas of high shear adjacent to the
keel beam. Most of the skin is dominated by panel compression issues and minimum
stiffness requirements. Minimum skin buckling tends to be critical in the areas of
increased loads near the cargo door opening. The longitudinaland aft circumferential
splice joints sometimes control the minimum skin thicknesses, Attaching discrete
aluminum keel chords to a Gr/Ep skin presents the additional problems of thermal
mismatch, which can add to the skin loads, and galvanic corrosion, which may require a
fiberglasspad between keel beam and skin.
The bottom drawing of F'_ure 25-16 shows the critical design issues for a Family D
(sarm'w_) skin. Note that minimum stiffness requirements are ger,Pr_;!_!not critical in
the sandwich structure which is more efficient in shear than the skin/slringers. In the
area where the solid wedge transitions to core, the resulting shifts in the neutral axis
cause significantkick loads. Other design issues are similar to those mentioned for the
'C' skin.
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Rgure 25-16: Critical Keel Panel Deldgn Issues
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In work to evaluate the effects of ply drops on compressive behavior, a test matrix was
defined to furlfler screen the effects of rnatedals variables on ply drop compressive
performance. Specimens for theses tests are currently being laid up. This set of tests
will extend the evaJuations reported in Monthly Technical Progress Report #24 (Apdl
1991) to incJucle the effects of vatyfng res/n content and d_ off-axis piles.
Work continued on the Drexel University. (Awe_ouch and Wang) subcontract to study the
effect of loading function and environment on mabCx damage grow_ in toughened
comlx_tes. As discussed in the last monthly report, mechanical tests on the effects of
temperature, loading rate, creep load history, and fatigue frequency were completed and
documented. Detailed reports of these stud.s are available upon requesL Some of the
work will be summarized in technical papem which will appear in the appendix of future
monthly reports.
The Drexel maffix spiitting tests used double edge notched unidirectional specimens.
MaVix splitting resistance was found to depend on matedal type. Figure 25-17 shows
good analysis and test comparisons for e;;ch of the different matedaJ types studied,
Splittingtests performed at room temperature were unaffected by the static loading rates
and fa_ue frequendes evaluated. SplittJn0 results from static tests performed at 70°F
and 180OFIndicated little differenceclue to temperature. Some influence of temperature
was evident in fatigue tests for each frequencystudied (e.g., see Figure 25-18).
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Spilffing: at 1 Hz (above); at 0.1 Hz (below).
Drexel tests for maldx splittingand mode I interlaminar crack growth (double cantilever
beam. DCB, specimens) have indicated some influence of creep load history. AJItests
performed to date have been done in a room temperature environment. Creep loads
heJd for up to 50 hours on DEN specimens have resulted in some matrix splirdng,
followed by a delay in additional growthuntilhigher loads. Creep loads held for up to 50
hourson DCB specimens have resulted in no visual crackgrowth, followed by a delay in
additionalgrowth untilhigher loads. In each case, the change in behavior is on the order
of 10=/o,which is dose to the expected matrix stress relaxation for room temperature
creep tests. Future lasts will accelerate the effect of time with the help of elevated
temperature creep. Creep load histories are crucial to the framelskJn bond which
sustains pressureloads duringflight.
Problems and Flecommendatlons: No prot_ems am currently foreseen and there are
no recommended changes in plans or schedules at this time.
Near Term Plans: Additionaldesign drivers may be identifladas the Family C designs
continueto be developed.
Fabrication of the ply-drop specimens will continue, in order to support the test matrix
outlinedabove.
A limitedeffort will continue to evaluate the effect of creep loadinghistoryon interlaminar
crack grow_ in toughened compositesat Drexel University(Awerbuch and Wang). This
will aid in ltm development of test and analysis methods for new work at Drexel
supportingan evaluation of the frame/skin adhesive joint (see Section 4.4.2, Supporting
Technologiesfor Frames and AttachmentDetaJis).
- T
4.2.4 Mechanlcal Tests
Cummt Progress: Impact damage resistance DOE impacting is complete. All panels
have had ultrasonicinspectionsperformed to map out the extent of all impact damage
states on each panld. Detailed time-of-f,ght pulse-echo inspections of individual
damage sites have begun.
The _ffened panel warpage studycontinuedwith the delivery of an approximately 2" by
2' manufactudngdemonstration panel to the test lab. This panel incorporates a curved
skin, two s/tffeners,and _o frame elements, tt will be measured for waq_age using the
shadow Moire technique.
Research studies on sandwich core materials continued _. The University of Iowa
(Lakes). A significantamount of work was documented in a Masters thesis for larsten
Lynn Elms (Copies available upon request). In addition, work with metallic m-entrant
foams used as model materials to evaluate the effects of a negative Potsson's ratio on
mechanicalperformance wM summarized in a technical paper. This paper is inciuded in
AppencgxH foe NASA's review. Please submitany recommendedchanges for this paper
to _ authors at Universityof Iowaw_in _le next month.
r ix
Problems and Recommendations: No problems are currently foreseen ancl there are
no recommended changes in plans or schedules at this time.
Near Term Plans: Data from detailed Ume-of-fllght puise-echo inspections wil! be
interrogated using 3-dimensional imagery to better conceptualize the stnJctural
significance of the interconnecting delamlnations and ¢anaverse cracks. Fiber failure
studies will begin with the identification of candidate impact sites for dep_,.
The results of the current sandwich impact damage study will analyzed, taking into
consideration the design-of-experiments test matrix. The condusions and observations
from this work will be used to scope further structural sandwich studies. The results of
the current study will guide future coupon and sVucturaltest development. This work will
consider and may be coupled with the research effortbeing pedormed at Sundstrar_.
Warpage measurements for a curved, stiffened panel with frame elements will be
collected and correlated with the various manufacturing details of the panel. The finite
element models of the warpage panels will continue to be refined, including one which
incorporates the attached frames.
Testing to examine the effect of several impact damage repair concepts are being
considered. These tests would examine the effect of low cost, simple repairs on
sublaminate stability.
Work will continue with damage resistant core materials at the University of Iowa
(Lakes). A second subcontract will be issued to analyze and test foam materials
fabricated by the Sundstrand subcontract.
4.3 Side Panels
The schedule for activities associated with window belt panels is shown in Fagure25-17.
Work in this area is scheduled to re-start in the fall of 1991.
4.4 Frames and Attachment Details
The schedule for activities associated with ,Yames and attachment details is shown in
Figure 25-18. Work with the initial braided composite test matrix remains behind
schedule. Fabrk:ationtasks for this effort have been completed. Tests have slatted at
the Mechanics of Materials Branch, NASA Langley.
4.4.1 Mlmufactud_T_h_logy
Current Progress: Work by Boeing He,copters (BH) continued on the coordination of
manufacturing/tsst plans for braided materials selected for crown frame aPl_ations.
Fabrication of bralded/RTM panels to yield spe_ens for material characterization was
completed at Fiber Innovations.
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The RTM tool for 3' frames was finished and shipped to Fiber Innovations. This tooling
is currently being tested for vacuum integrity and proper sealing. The design of the 8'
RTM tool is still under review. A contact for the 8' tool was released and final drawing
revisionswill be based on the results of 3' frames that will be buiRin June.
The results of thermoplastic rivet lap-shear tests were sufficiently encouraging that
Cherry were asked to demonstxate rivet instaJlalJonsat the NASA ATCAS Phase A
Review held at Boeing on May 15-16. Cherry developed prototype portable riveting
equipment which was demonstrated to an ATCAS team member dunng April. This
equipment was used to successfullyinstall rivets in CFRP plates at the review. The next
step in the development of these rivets is the inclusionof representatNe circumferential
frame web splice specimens in the BH splice test program.
Another potential application for thermoplastic rivets is considered to be the attachment
of glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) plates as repair patches for damaged carbon
fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) laminates in tension dominated structure. The GFRP "
material has very good tensile strength properties and the lower modulus for a patch
materiaJwould pull less load into the repaired area. Past mechanically attached repairs
of CFRP stTuctureshave _lized metal plates which have the effect of increasing the
structuralstiffness locallyand, thereby Increasing the load at the repair. This can lead to
durabilityproblems and failures in the mechanical attachment.
Problems and Recommendations: No problems are currently foreseen and there are
no recommended changes inplans or ._chedulesat this time.
Near Term Plane: All bra/ded/RTM panels will be de;ivered fo NASA Langtey for
specimen preparation. Eight 3' frames will be braided and resin transfer mo_ed. Two
frames will have variations of noodle types and cap preforms which will be used for
frame/skin bond tests.
Future work utilizingthermoplasticrivets will be coordinated with mechanically fastened
joint tests. The use of thermoplastic rive_sin crown and keel panel repair concepts _11
also be considered.
4.4.2 Supporting Technology
Current Progress: All tabdcation taskswere completed for the initialbraided composite
test matrix comparing two processes: (1) formation by sub_c_r_ gral_ fiber prefom_s
to a RTM process, and (2) consolidation of a commingled thermoplastic/graphite fiber
preform. Specimens were shipped to NASA Langley for test preparation.
Work continued in planning Drexel University (Awerbuch and Wang) tests to evaluate
the skin/frame adhesive bend. Basic characterization tests will include delaminalJon
crack growih with mode I (DCB) and II (ENF) specimens. In addition, skin/frame bond
element tests will be performed using specimens cut from crown manufacturing
demonstration panels. A preliminary configurationfor the skin/Irame bond test is shown
schematically in F'_um 25-19. The initial set of tests _nll smesn different design and
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manufacturingvariablesfor the skin/frame bor_l detail (e.g., v_.rtationsin the "noodle"
insert used to filla gap at the web/flange intersection).
3In.
12 in.
Figure 25-19: Preliminary SIdNFrame Bond Test Element Geometry
Problems and P,ecommendatlons: No probternsare currently foreseen and there are
no recommended changes in plans or schedules at thistime.
Near Term Plans: In the University of Washington (Sefeds) subcontract, work will
continue on the viscoelas_c characterization of 350°F cudng film adhesives. Results
giving the shift factors for creep, stress relaxalion and DMA measurements on the
Narmco 1515-3 adhesive are scheduled to be completed in time for the next monthly
report.
Specimens will be fabricatedfor initial Drexel tests to screen skin/frame bond design and
manutactudng variab/es. These tests will also enable Drexel to evaluate the test
element geometry and material fa/lure mechanisms. Test specimens will also be
fabricated for mode I and II de!arninationcrack growthof the skin/fr-',=meadhesive bond.
4.4.3 Mechanical Tests
Currlmt Progress: Specimens were delivered to NASA Langley to start braided
composite testing. Two sets of specimens will be tested: (a) crown material
cttara_dzation (see Sec_on 4.4.1) and (b) initial brawled composite test matrix (see
Sect_ 4.42.). Since more braided panels were fabricated for crown material
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characterization than originaJly planned, some additJonaJ tests will 1_ performed. These
include:
- tension after impact
- transverse tension
- specimen width effect
- impact damage characterization
- additionat fatigue (R = 10, -1 ).
Development of a bored joint test plan required for the assembly of large, stiff cobonded
structures continued at BH. Preliminary tes_. specimen confk:jurations have been
developed to s/mulate the circumferential splice, longitudinal splice, and frame inner
chord splice. The specimens have been configured to examine the joint component
laminates under pure bearing, pure bypass, and interning bearing and bypass loads. A
preliminary test plan was presented at the NASA review in Sear'de on May 15 and 16,
1991.
Problems and Recommendations: No problems are currently foreseen and there are
no recommended changes in plans or schedules at this time.
Near Term Plans: Braided composite testing will start at NASA Langley, with a large
portion of the tests scheduled to be completed during June, 1991.
Evaluation of methods for possible simplification of the circumfere,'*_al joint will continue..
Configurations for biaxial testing of specimens simulating the lot. 'Jdinal splice will be
evaluated. Availability of crown panel and braided frame material for test specimens wi_]
also be assessed.
4.5 Full Barrel Studies
The schedule for activities associated with the full barrel section is shown in Figure 25.
20. The only ongoing a_vity is consideration of the total barrel assembly issues as they
relate to the design concept development.
4.6 Design Cost Model
The Phase A schedule for activities associated with the design cost model is shown in
Figure 25-21. The Phase B schedule is shown in Figure 25-22. Applications of the
model will be reported under the subheading of "Design Concepts" in association with
local optimization of specific fuselage hardware elements and components. As
discussed lastmonth, a work statement and cost proposaJ was submitted to NASA
Langley in response to the change order, Modifica_on Number 13 to contract number
NAS1-18889. Additional information on the subcontracts for this effort was assembled
and sent to NASA contracts people per their request.
, 25-33
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A meeting is being planned to coordinate design cost modei subcontractor _asks and
review progress to date. This meeting is tentatively planned for AugusL The specific
date and locationfor the meeting will be chosen with help from NASA.
4.6.1 Theoretical Frame,Jmrk
Current Progress: Procurement efforts continued to arrange subcontracts with the
Massachusetts Institute of Tectmology (MI'I') and Dow/United Technologies (Dow/UT}.
Several issues have arisen which have made negotiations between Boeing and MIT
difficult. Boeing Buyers are scheduled to visit MIT during the month of June, A proposal
and cost statement was recobed from Dow/UT.
Work at Boeing started to review the cost modeling approach performed in support of
local optimization for the crown. Insight for a theoretical basis for the cost model is
expected to benefit from this review. Cdtical fuselage cost parameters for Fam!ly C
crown structureswere iden6fied.
Work to establish a list of delinitionsfor terms used in design cost modeling began. A
list of terms will be documenled prkx to the August review with NASA and cost model
subcontractors.
Problems and Recommendations: No problems are currently foreseen and there are
no recommended changes inplans or schedules at thistime.
Near Term Plans: Procuroment effortswill continue to resolve problems in establishing
a subcontract with MIT. The Dow/UT proposal will be reviewed and negotiations will
continue towards esta_ishing the subcontract.
Work at Boeing will continue to review the cost model used for crown local optimization.
Additionaldefinitionswill be added tothe listof cost modeling terms.
4,6.2 Deslgn Constralnts
Current Progress: Procurement efforts continued to arrange the Sikorsky subcontract.
A proposal and detailed cost statement from Sikorsky is pending.
The"pmposed data abstracli_ form _ Information System, COINS)
developed for the ACT program by Analytical Services Inc. is under review. Specifically,
Boeing was asked to review lie types of manufacturing data sought by a designer. In
addilion, mechanical proper_s useful for design sizing will be assessed for possible
inclusionin the COINS database.
Problems and Recommendations: No prot_ems are currently foreseen and there are
no recommended changes inplans orschedules at thistime.
Near Term Plans: Negotiationswill continue towards a subcontractwith Sikorsky.
Work to review capabilitiesof the COINS database will be completed. The review will be
documented and sent to Analytical Services Inc.
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4.6.3 Software Development
Current Progress: Work has been inilJated at the Unb,.ers_tyof Wr_s,hlngton(Turtle,
Zabinsky) on subjects relating to the cost model. An initial meeting was held to discuss
goals and directions. Work ai the University of Washington will inttJaJlyfocus on the
stmcturaJmechanics is.sues that have been identified as s_'ong cost ddvers in the
fuselage crown quadrant. In adcition, work to define techniques to optimize a large
configured structure with respect to both structural mechanics and manufacturing
constraints,referred to as the b4endingfunction, will be initiated.
Problems and RecommendaUons: No problems are currently foreseen and _ere are
no recommended changes in plans or scttedules at thistime.
Near Term lqaml: Work at llle Un_ of Washington will continue on both the
mechanics issuesand Ihe blending function
., _,--- d 4m.e....
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APPENDIX A
DESIGN FAMILY PICTORIALS
* °
FAMILY A FAMILY B
Mechanically Fastened Bonded Stiffeners
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o ,qI.-_
FAMILY C
Bonded Stiffeners
and Frames
. FAMILY D
Sandwich
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FAMILY E FAMILY F
Conugatod Geodesic
FAMILY G
Integrally Stiffened
FAMILY H
Closed 360 °
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APPENDIX B
KEEL DESIGN D1 AND D2 INTERCOSTAL DRAWING
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KEEL DESIGN D1 CARGO FLOOR FRAME DRAWING
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2Abstract
NegativePoisson'sratiocopper foam was preparedand characterized
experimentally.Thetransformationintore-entrantfoamwasaccomplishedby applying
sequentialpermanentcompressionsabovethe yield point to achievea triaxlal
compression.ThePoisson'sratioofthere-entrantfoamdependedonstrainandattaineda
relativeminimumat strainsnearzero.Poisson'sratioas smallas -0.8 was achieved.
The strain dependence of propertiesoccurredover a narrower range of strain than in the
polymer foams studied earlier. Annealing of the foam resulted in a slightly greater
magnitude of negative Poisson'sra_ and greater toughnessat the expense of a decrease
in the Young'smodulus.
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1. Introduction
Cellular solids are lightweight materials consistingof a network of solid ribs or
plates. Man-made cellular solids have been widely utilized in the form of structural
honeycombs (two dimensional cellular solids) in aircraft and in the form of foams
(three dimensional cellular solids) for packing, cushioning, energy absorption
applications, sandwich panel cores, structuralpurposes and thermal protection systems.
Natural materials such as wood, cancellous bone, coral and leaves have a cellular
structure. All these 'conventional' cellular materials have a convex cell shape and
exhibit a positive Poisson's ratio. Recently, isotropio foam structures with negative
Poisson's ratios have been fabricated by one of the authors[I]. The fabrication was
achieved through a transformationof the cell structurefrom a convex polyhedral shape
to a concave or "re-entrant" shape. Increase in some.material properties such as
flexural rigidity and plane strain fracture toughness was reported[I,2,3].
The range of Poisson'sratio for isotmpic matedal is -1 to 0.5, as demonstrated
by energy arguments[4]. Negative Poisson's ratios are rare but not unknown. Negative
Poisson's ratios have been reported in single crystal pydtes[5] and in some rocks[6].
Synthetic anisotropic microstructures['/] were found to give such an effect. One of the
authore[8] suggested that non-affine deformation kinematics are essential for the
produntlon of negative Poisson's ratios in isotropic materials. A recent study of
polymeric re-entrant foams with negative Poisson's ratio[9] reported other enhanced
material properties: an increase in the toughness, in the shear modulus and in the
resilience In the sense of a wide range of linear stress-strainbehavior. Conventional and
re-entrant polymer foams also differ in their stress strain behavior and deformation
(
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mechanism maps [9]. In copper foam an increase in the indentation resistance was
demonstrated experimentally [10], which is consistent with theory{Ill.
Mechanical properties of a conventional foam material depend on the physical
properties of the solid material making up the cell dbs, relative density (the ratio of
the bulk density of the foam matedal to the density of the solid from which It is made),
cell shape, cell size and loading conditions. The simplest and most comprehensive
treatment of conventional fGam properties is that of Gibson and Ashby [12], which
includes extensive comparisons between analytical results and experiment. In re-
entrant foam; relative density is increased and the cell size is reduced slightly by the
transformation process; the cell shape is dramatically altered. Mechanical behavior of a
re-enVant foam matedal differs from that of a conventional foam in ways not addressed
by existing theoretical treatments; most of the difference is attributed to the change in
cell shape.
In this study, the mechanical properties of beth conventional and re-entrant
copper foam matedais are examined at small strain by optical methods and at larger
strains by sefvohydraulic (MTS) machine tests.
2. Experimental procedures
2.1. Specimen preperation: optical study
A large block of copper foam (Astromet Corporation) with relative density
between 0.08 and 0.1 was cut into smaller 18 x 18 x 36 mm blocks; another large
with relative density 0.04 was cut into 25 x 25 x 50 mm blocks. Bar shaped specimens
were cut from these blocks using the procedure described below. The blocks were not
perfectly uniform: specimens of relative density of 0.04, 0.08, 0.09, 0.1 had deviations
of 12%, 6%, 5.5%, 5%, respectively in relative density.
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Blockspecimenswerecut witha highspeedsawto minimizesurfaceplastic
deformation.The foamwas thentransformedintoa re-entrantstructureby applyir_
smallsequentialincrements(lessthan 2% stra!:_)of plasticdeformationin three
orthogonaldirectionsusinga visefittedwithPMMA(Plexiglas®)endpiecesto provide
anevensurface.Thecompressedfoamswerecutagainintoslenderbars(approx.7 by 7
by 30 mm) following the above cutting method. The lengths of the cell ribs were
measured with a microscope in order to compare the cell size for each specimen.
The re-entrant foam specimens have irregular surfaces which were polished
with graded abrasives (silicon carbide grits 120, 320, 600 and 1000), under water
Irrigation, in order to obtain a smooth surface for optical tests. The water Irrigation
served to minimize t3mperature increases due to fdction and improved the surface
finish. High grinding speed and low pressure were used to avoid plastic deformation of
the surface. The finest polishing medium grains of 1000 mesh had a size of about 18
wn[13]. This provided sufficient smoothness to the surface so that the shadow moir_
method could be applied to measure deformation.
!
2.2. Specimen preparation - MTS machine test
Rectangular spedmens from a large block of initial relative density 0.08:1: 5%.
were made with volumetric compression ratio of 1.2.0, 2.5, 3.0, according to the ASTM
standard for subsize specimens[14] for both tension and compression tests. The
dimensions of the specimens were 6.4x6.4x25.4(mm) for tension, 19x19xg.5(mm)
for compression; the compression specimens were made shorter to prevent budding.
These specimens were porshed as _ above.
Specimen ends were cast in dental grade polymelhyl methac_late(PMMA) which
is much more dgid (E,,3GPa) than the copper foam (E-200MPa). This procedure
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6avoided the madline grips crushing the ends. The mold for casting was threaded and was
made of Teflon ® and was sprayed with Teflon ® lubricant to prevent adhesion of the
polymerizing PMMA. The viscosity of the polymerizing PMMA was adjusted to minimize
leakage from the mold and to be sufficiently low to mold adequate threads. The curing
temperature of PMMA was about 80°C, too low to affect the matedal properties of the
copper foam.
2.3 Annealing
The re-entrant copper foam has some cold work due to the trl-axtal
compressions, so an annealing process was used to evaluate the effects of co',d work. The
polished specimen was dried for two days in room conditions and heated under nitrogen
purge at a temperature of 500°C for lhr[15] and cooled slowly under nitrogen to
minimize oxidation.
2.4. Optical test - Shadow moir6
The moird methods are based on fdnge patterns arising from overlap between
gratings consisting of straight parallel opaque bars. In the shadow moir_ method, a
Ronchi ruling is placed close to the epedmen surface and is illuminated with collimated
light. Ovedap occurs between the ruling and its reflected (shadow) image, generating
fringes which represent a contour map of the deformed surface. The displacement 8 of the
surface perpendicular to itself is given by [16].
8 = Np/(tana + tanl3 ) (1)
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twhere N is the fringe order, p Is the pitch of the grating, ,_ is angle of the incident light
and 13is the viewing angle with respect to the normal to the grating.
Specimens of initial relative densities of 0.08,0.09 and 0.1 were used, however
conventional foam of initial relative density of 0.04 is was not used in the optical test
because of the poor fdnge pattern due to the large cell size.
Bending experiments were performed by applying known weights to an aluminum
arm cemented to the top end of a vertically oriented copper foam specimen; the lower end
was clamped. The aluminum arm was sufficiently long that specimen strain due to
bending substantially exceeded compressional strain, approximating 'pure' bending. The
Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio v were extracted from the displacement field by
first using simple beam theory to obtain an approximate val,;9 for E from the end
defleclJon 6:
6 - ML2/2Ei ( 2 )
where M is the bending moment, L is length, and I is the area moment of inertia. Then
the three dimensional solution was used to infer v and obtain a corrected value for E:
5 - ML 2 ( z2 + vx 2 - vy 2 )/2El (3)
in which z is a longitudinal coordinate along the length of the bar, x is a lateral
coordinate, and y is a transverse coordinate. The con'ec_n to E was small in all cases.
Positive Poisson's ratios give dse to hyperbolic fdnge contours, and negative Poisson's
ratios give dee to elliptic contours. In either case the Poisson's ratio was found from the
observed shape of the contours.
In this experiment, the grating was located a small distance, within a millimeter,
away from the specimen, parallel to the surface and odantad so that no fdnge pattern
occurred. Light from a mercury vapor lamp was collimated by a lens and directed upon
the grating at an angle 48 ° from the normal to the grating plane; the viewing angle was
25H-7
819 o. A 300 linetinch (11.8 line/ram) grating was used for determining the elastic
modulus and a 1000 line/inch (39.4 line/mm) grating for obtaining the Poisson's
ratio, since the latter was too sensitive for ready determination of fringe order at the
specimen end. For Poisson's ratio determination, the grating was tilted so that the center
of the fringe pattern appeared near the center of the bar. Measurements were performed
at a specimen surface strain of 0.05% to 0.1%. Theoretical contour lines based on
equation (3) were prepared for a variety of Poisson's ratio were drawn with an Apollo
computer using 'Promatlab' graphics software to facilitate the analysis of tha observed
fringe patterns appearing on the specimen surface.
2.5. MTS machine test
A servohydraulic testing machine (MTS corp) with a 2.5 kN load cell was used to
apply loads for the characterization of nonlinear properties of the foams. All t.'-e
experiments were performed at equal strain rates of 0.006 sec -1 . To determine lateral
deformation for the purpose of determining Poisson's ratio, dial gages (No. 25-109,
Starrett company, resolution 1.2 p.m, range 0.38 ram)were applied to each lateral
surface near the center portion of the specimen. A fiat tip was used in contact with the
spedmen in the case of lateral bulging, while a round one was used to evaluate lateral
contraction. A universal joint was _sed if'. ;he te_!on test and a small ball socket joint
was used in the compression test to assure alignment. In compression tests, Teflon tape
was used between the specimen and the loading surface to minimize the friction force on
the contact surfaces.
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_3. Results and Discussion
In the conventional copper foam, the moird fdnge patterns were observed to b_
hyperbolas corresponding to a positive Poisson's ratio. Accuracy in the Poisson's ratio
determination was limited to ¢0.1 by uncertainty (about :1:5%)in measuring the slope
of the asymptote. For homogeneous materials, accuracy could be Improved by increasing
the strain hence the fringe density; however in these materials the fringes became
blurred beyond a certain strain[17]. In the re-entrant copper foams, the moir6 fringes
had elliptical contours corresponding to a negative Poisson's ratio. It was possible to
achieve better accuracy in this case as a result of the different fdnge shape and the
greater compliance of the transformed material.
Fig. 1 and 2 show optically determined Poisson's ratio at small strain as it
depends on the initial and final relative densities. The Poisson's ratio of conventional
foam with initial relative density of 0.09 is 0.2 ¢0.1. In the re-entrant foam, the
smallest Poisson's ratio observed was -0.8 ¢0.05 at a strain of 0.1%; the permanent
volumetric compression ratio was 2.13 and the Initial relative density was 0.1.
The negative Poisson's ratio of re.entrant foam attains a minimum for an optimal
value of permanent volumetric compression ratio; the optimal compression is smaller
for higher values of Initial relative density, as shown in Fig. 1. For copper foam with
Initial relative density of 0.04 the optimal compression ratio, 3.6, is comparable to that
of the polymer foams, 3.3 to 3.7, which have a similar relative density of 0.03. This
con'_oondence between two different metedaissuggests a geometrical cause associated
with the cell structure. For example, the optimum volumetric compression ratio arises
in part from the fact that too much compression causes the dbs to come in contact,
which hinders the unfolding which gives dse to the negative Poisson's ratio. In such a
simple view, one would expect the optimum to occur for a particular final relative
25H-9
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density (determined as the product of the Initial relative density and the volumetric
compression ratio). Fig. 2, however, shows the optimumto depend on both the initial and
final relative densities, so the above interpretationis incomplete.
The elastic modulus decreases monotonically with permanent volumetric
compression as shown in Fig. 3, so that re-entrant copper foam is less stiff than the
conventional foam from which it was derived. Polymer foams behaved similarly, except
that for sufficiently large permanent volumetric compression, the stiffness began to
increase again.
The effect of annealing on the stress-strein r?latlonships for foams with
volumetric compression ratios of t, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 is shown in Fig. 4. In tension, most of
the specimens failed near the cast polymer end piece due to stress concentration;the end
points on the tensikJside of the graphs representthis fracture. In compression, the tests
were terminated at the beginning of unstable compression due to buckling. The
conventional foam has some strain-hardeningtendency, but the re-entrant foam does not
exhibit this effect, thus, the latter can be modeled as a elastic-perfectly plastic
material. In both tension and compression, the con,:gntlonal and re-entrant foams
exhibit a rather long plateau above the proportionalIlmiL This behavior is attributed to
the plastic hinge formation of cell n'bs which occurs when the moment exerted on the
cell dbs exceed the fully plastic momenL By contrast, the fracture behavior of both
conventional and re-entrant copper foam in tension was brittle-like: failure occurred
abruptly without necking or ¢_rawing.The foams were bdttle even though the solid
copper from which the foam was made is ductile;such behavior has been observed in
other foams and has been analyzed in view of the alignment of cell dbs which occurs
under tension [12].
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As for the compressive properties, errors can arise due to the effect of friction
with the loading surface combined with the Poissoneffect. An apparent yield stress
¢ry,appcan be expressed [18]in terms of the true yield stress for a spedmen witha ratio
of 2:1 in width to height as Gy,app-Gy, true(l+m ), where m is the friction ¢oeffident.
Since m is less than 0.1 for copper and Teflon, the maximum experimental deviation
through the whole load historydue to the frio_onforce is within 10%.
For the conventional copper foams the propertlssin tension and compression are
similar, as seen in Fig. 4. Young's modulus and the ultimate strength are lower by about
33% and 25%, respectively, for annealed material. The inset graph shows that the
foams are nonlinear even for strains below 1%; by contrast to the polymer foams
studied earlier. The difference adses from the yield of the ribs in copper foam at small
strain. The m-entrant spedmens as shown in Fig. 4 show very dissimilar properties in
tension and compression. Increase in the permanent volumetric compression ratio
results in reduced tensile stiffnessand Increased compressive saffness,as seen in Fig. 5
which shows the effective Young's modulusat 0.5% strain as it depends upon permanent
volumetric compression ratio. As for ultimate strength, it is reduced by about 15% in
both tensionand compmsdon by the annealingWocsss.
The experiments disciosad that the toughness, defined as _e energy per unit
volume to fracture, of the re-entrant foam compared to that of conventional foam,
inc_asad by factors of 1.4, 1.5, 1.7 with increases of volumetric compression ratio of
2.0, 2.5, 3.0, respectively. Annealing effects can further increase the toughness. This
effect was most evident at a volumeffio compression ratio of 2.0, as shown in Fig. 6.
However, the annealed m-antrant foams at a volumetriccompressionratio of 2.5 did not
show as much Increase, and the toughnessactuallydecreased in the foam at a volume0tc
compression ratio of 3.0. In case of an elaatomedcfoam such as polyurethanefoam, the
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experimentalresultsshowedincreasesby factorsof 1.7,2.1, 2.3, 2.6, 3.2 in the
toughnessof the re-entrantfoamcomparedto that of the conventional foam, at
volumetric compression ratios of 2.0, 2.8, 3.2, 3.7, 4.2, respectively[9]. Elastomertc
foam (which can be deformed at large strain)exhibiteda somewhat greater toughness
increase with re-entrant transformation in comparison to copper foam (which is
elasto-plastic).
The Poisson's ratio of the conventional foam shows highly nonlinear dependence
upon the strain, as shown in Fig. 7. The Poisson'sratiosof the conventional copper foam
are near 0.35 for small strain and approach 0.5 in tension and 0 in compression;
similar behavior was observed in conventional polymer foam {9]. This approach of
Poisson's ratio to zero at large strain In compression also agrees with other results:
Poisson's ratio for the plastic compression of foam matedal was typically 0.03-
0.05119,20] and Poleson's ratio beyond the yield point was 0.04 {21] in compression.
As for small-strain behavior of conventional foam, a strong dependence of
Poisson'sration the bulk density at a strain of not more than 0.5% was suggested [22].
Other authors showed a constant Poisson's ratio of 0.33 [12,23,24] or 0.23 [25]
Independent of relative density. Even though the cell morphology changes with the
relative density [25] any effect may be difficult to extract from the considerable scatter
in experimental values for Poisson's ratio [12]. The density changes In the re-entrant
foam are accompanied by cell shape changes, so the above considerations are not
applicable.
Annealed specimens gave a slightly better negative effect in the Poisson's ratio
(Fig. 7,8,9) at the expense of a decrease in the Young's modulus for each volumetric
compressionratio. The lowest Poisson's ratio obtained in this mechanical testing (MTS)
experiment was -0.49 at a strain of 0.2% as indicated in Fig. 8. In comparison, a
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Poisson'sratioof -0.6:L-0.05wasdeterminedopticallyat a strainof 0.1%for specimens
havingthesameinitialrelativedensity of 0.08 and the same volumetric compression
ratio of 2.5. A minimum Poisson's ratio of -0.8¢0.05 was determined op_cally at a
strain of 0.1% for a different specimen as described above. Fdis eL al. [3] obtained a
minimum Potsson's ratio of -0.39 at a compressive strain of 0.013 in mechanical tests
on copper foam with a permanent volumetflc compression ratio of 2.0 and a relative
density of 0.053. The difference may be attributed to the highly nonlinear behavior of
the metal foam as indicated by the cusp in Poisson's ratio vs strain. This contrasts with
the polymericfoam which exhibited a smootherdependence of Poisson's ratio upon slrein
and which exhibited a broader minimum in Poisson's ratio vs strain, in comparison with
the metal foams. The difference in behavior between the metal and polymer foams is
attributedto the fact that the dbs of the copper foam can yield and form plastic hinges at
relatively small strain, in contrast to the polymer which is an elastomer. The
nonlinearities in compression are attdbutad in part to regions of contact between cell
dbs in the re-entrant foam; no such contacts occur in the conventionaJfoam (Fig. 10).
4. Conclusions
1. The Poisson's ratio of both conventional and re-enVant foam,depends on sualn,
Poisson's ratio of rHntrant foam attains a relative minimum as small as -0.8 for zero
strain.
2. Optimum permanent compression to achieve the best negative Poisson's ratio
depends on the initial foam relative density: higher density foam requires less
compression for transforma*Jon.This optimum appears to have a purely geometriceJ
origin, since the same value was observed for metal and polymer foam of the same
relative density.
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3. The re-entrant copper foam in compressiondoes not exhibit strain han:lening.
4. The toughness of the re-enCant foam increases with volumetric compression
ratio and annealing effects further increase the tougl_ness.
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